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1 Alias Definition

Alias definition is the way to use another simple command to replace the
command in the shell. The alias definition is stored in a separate file. For
example,

emacs=emacs -nw

means that we can use emacs instead of

emacs -nw

to open and edit the text files.

2 Constructor in subclasses

The default constructor in the class is not good. It is impossible to use the
object produced by it.

VecPPDense(): VecPPBase() {

len=0;

vdata=NULL;

}

Instead, we should implement another constructor of the subclass. If we
don’t, the default will be called when we initiate the object.
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VecPPDense(int _len, bool init=false): VecPPBase() {

// cout<<"VecPPDense constructor\n";

len=_len;

vdata=new double[len];

if (init) {

for (int i=0;i<len;i++) vdata[i]=0.0;

}

}

Besides, we should often add another copy constructor to avoid calling
default construcor.

VecPPDense(VecPPDense vec): VecPPBase()

Finally, we can also add anther variable in the construtor to turn on and
off the debugging mode.

VecPPDense(int _len, bool init=false): VecPPBase() {

3 Classes of subclass

Subclass can inherit the classes of its super class and perform all the functions
in super class. If there is another implementation in the subclass, the object
will use it, otherwise, the class of the super class will be called.

4 Const in classes

We should use const variables if we don’t want the variables to be changed.
The compiler can detect it and shows error if we attempt to change it.

5 Class and Subclass

A class can implement something and a subclass of the base class can add
additional properties to it. As a result the subclass can have more attributes
than their parent class.

When we call the constructor of the subclass, the computer will call the
constructor of the parent class first.
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6 A block of code

Use to build a block of code. As a result, all the variables in the block will
disappear after the ecope of the block is finished.

{

........

}
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